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R H Hall Launches New Outdoor Solutions Equipment Range 
  
With the ban on smoking in all public places coming into force on 1st July and the 
promise of the hottest summer on record, now is the time to think about 
maximising the usage of any outdoor space. 
 
This summer, more so than any other, outside catering will become a big opportunity and the 

need to provide a comfortable place for smokers outside will be a definite reality. 

 

Leading national independent catering equipment supplier R H Hall, has just launched a 

package of Outdoor Solutions to help every establishment make the most of the changes and 

turn the ban into a positive business opportunity. 

 

The new range includes portable outdoor cooking stations, outside heating solutions, 

cigarette disposal bins and ideas on canopy solutions and furniture for seating areas. 

 

Here’s some information on key catering equipment solutions within the range: 

 

NEW Maestrowave Ceramic Outdoor Heaters 

Leading manufacturer Maestrowave has just launched a safe, simple and affordable heating 

system which provides the perfect solution for helping to look after customer comfort outside. 

 

The new Maestrowave Ceramic Outdoor Heaters provide instant heat with no need for bulky, 

expensive gas cylinder heaters and with no uncomfortable red glare or fumes. Available in 

three size options - 2, 3 or 4 elements, they are very simple to install - mount on a wall or 

ceiling and connect to a 13 amp supply! They are guaranteed for 10,000 hours of use, with 

low running costs, zero maintenance and a 2 year guarantee. These heaters are so 

straightforward to operate you can simply fit and forget!  

 

NEW Maestrowave Cigarette Disposal Containers 

Finished in modern stainless steel for a clean look wherever they are wall mounted, these 

new disposal containers offer an attractive solution to cigarette ends on the floor, which not 

only look very unsightly, but take valuable time for staff to clean up.  
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True Beer Cooler 

An outside catering bar solution comes in the form of a Direct Draw Beer Dispenser from 

leading refrigeration manufacturer, True. The dispenser is in essence, a mobile servery for 

chilled draft beer. Available in two finishes - stainless steel or heavy duty, wear resistant 

laminated black vinyl, the cabinet houses an insulated beer column which delivers chilled beer 

up to a serving pump. Cold air is directed into the column to reduce foaming and maximise 

draft beer profits. It’s also designed to be flexible enough to accommodate a variety of beer 

kegs. 

 

Cinders Barbecue Cooking Solutions 

A range of super-durable, heavy duty commercial barbecues designed for all levels of outside 

catering. Two of the most popular models are the 3ft Cavalier and the 6ft Caterer. The 

Cavalier is perfect for the smaller outlet requiring flexible barbecue catering whereas the 

larger Caterer is great for higher levels of catering, featuring high pressure burners. Both 

models have collapsible legs for ease of storage. 

 
Simply Stainless Granite Top Work Benches 

Professional mobile modular stainless steel tabling for preparation and storage of food and 

cooking utensils whilst catering outside often remotely from your main kitchen. Any 

configurations can be tailored for, including bespoke requirements. 

 

Call R H Hall Sales Office on 01296 663400 for a copy of the new Outdoor 
Solutions brochure or to discuss your requirements, or visit www.rhhall.com for 
more information. 
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Notes for Editors: 

• The new range will be available nationally on a next day delivery basis alongside  
R H Hall’s already extensive catering equipment offering – over 10,000 products from 
70 different brands 

• With over 29 years experience of supplying catering equipment solutions to the 
foodservice industry R H Hall has now grown to be the largest independent catering 
equipment supplier in the UK – a nationwide ‘one stop’ catering equipment 
wholesaler.  


